Ogawa, Arthur
40453 Cherokee Oaks Drive
Three Rivers, CA 93271-9743
(209) 561-4585
Email: arthur.ogawa@teleport.com
Bookbuilding services, including design, copyedit, art, and composition; color is my speciality. Custom \TeX{} macros and \LaTeX{} document classes and packages. Instruction, support, and consultation for workgroups and authors. Application development in \LaTeX{}, \TeX{}, SGML, PostScript, Java, and C++. Database and corporate publishing. Extensive references.

Veytsman, Boris
2239 Double Eagle Ct.
Reston, VA 20191
(703) 860-0013
Email: boris@lk.net
I provide training, consulting, software design and implementation for Unix, Perl, SQL, \TeX{}, and \LaTeX{}. I have authored several popular packages for \LaTeX{} and \texttt{latex2html}. I have contributed to several web-based projects for generating and typesetting reports. For more information please visit my web page: http://users.lk.net/~borisv.

The information here comes from the consultants themselves. We do not include information we know to be false, but we cannot check out any of the information; we are transmitting it to you as it was given to us and do not promise it is correct. Also, this is not an endorsement of the people listed here. We provide this list to enable you to contact service providers and decide for yourself whether to hire one.

The TUG office mentions the consultants listed here to people seeking \TeX{} workers. If you'd like to be included, or place a larger ad in \texttt{TUGboat}, please contact the office or see our web pages:

\TeX{} Users Group
1466 NW Naito Parkway, Suite 3141
Portland, OR 97208-2311, U.S.A.
Phone: +1 503 223-9994
Fax: +1 503 223-3960
Email: office@tug.org
Web: http://tug.org/consultants.html
http://tug.org/TUGboat/advertising.html